ROUTE 755 PLAINFIELD-IMD EXPRESS
NEW VEHICLE, SERVICE
ADJUSTMENT & CARRIER CHANGE
EFFECTIVE MONDAY, NOVEMBER 14, 2011

Beginning Monday, November 14, Route 755 will begin operating on the shoulder along portions of I-55. This activity is part of the Bus on Shoulder Demonstration Project. Please visit PaceBus.com for more information. Route 755 riders should look for large, coach buses with new Pace Express branding. Routes that are a part of this project will have this symbol on the schedule:

Additionally, Route 755 will operate via Damen instead of Ashland for both inbound and outbound trips. As a result of this change, there are also minor schedule adjustments. New posted bus stop signs will be placed along Damen and Harrison. The new routing is described below:

**Inbound:** from current routing—I-55—Damen—Harrison—resume regular route

**Outbound:** from current routing—Harrison—Damen—I-55—resume regular route

Also, please note that beginning Monday, November 14, Pace Heritage Division will be the new operator for Route 755 and **all lost-and-found inquiries should be directed to them at (815) 723-3259.**

**Updated timetables and a new list of posted stops are available online at PaceBus.com.**

*Thank you for your continued support of Pace service.*
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